By train from Schiphol to Arnhem

After picking up your luggage at Schiphol, please follow the signs:
'Direction Trains" or “Underground Trains”) in the main entrance hall.
You can buy your train tickets at the airport. Your destination would be "Arnhem Central station". Please beware
of pickpockets. The hotels Haarhuis and Old Dutch are situated across the Arnhem central station (walking
distance). If you have booked the RIJNHOTEL, you could take a taxi to the hotel (10 minutes from the station) or
take the bus, no. 1 with sign "OOSTERBEEK". Ask the driver to stop at the "bus stop" to Rijnhotel. Then you have
to cross over the street and on your left hand you’ll find the hotel (this hotel is on walking distance to KEMA;
approx. 5 minutes).
For the train schedule and rates, please visit the website: www.ns.nl or http://www.ns.nl/cs/Satellite/travellers
(select English language).
Fill in:
From station: Schiphol
To station: Arnhem
NOTE:
All trains to Arnhem Central station stop at the Utrecht Central station; if you do not have a direct connection you should
then change (take another) train to Arnhem Central station (direction Ede-Wageningen or Nijmegen).
On Saturdays, Sundays and holidays (July & August) (every 30 minutes) there are less trains available than on working days).
Prices (in €) from Schiphol to Arnhem:
Train fares 2010

Single
Returns (same day)

2nd class

1st class

full fare
€ 15,80
€ 28.90

full fare
€ 26,90
€ 49,10

Directions from Hotel Haarhuis and Old Dutch (near the Central Station) to KEMA:
To reach KEMA, you cross over the street from your hotel and on your left hand (a few steps away) you'll find
the bus station. Take the bus with no. 1, direction Oosterbeek (not an other direction, because there are
2 no. 1 busses, with 2 different directions). You can buy bus tickets at the driver. The bus will drive straight to
KEMA head entrance (after some stops); ask the driver to stop at the KEMA entrance at the bus stop before
the first traffic circle/roundabout (in Dutch it is called a "rotonde"). Then ask the security guys for your KEMA
contactperson (or the security guys will give you a KEMA map and explain how to walk to building H21/H23).
You could also take a cab / taxi at your hotel; the hotel reception could arrange this or tell you how to walk to it;
as the hotel is across the central station (few steps) this would be very easy. Most taxi drivers know where the
KEMA is. Taxi's are also available at the front of the Central Station; in this case no need to call one.
Directions from Rijnhotel to KEMA:
This hotel is 10 minutes on walking distance (see map how to walk) to KEMA.
Airport TAXI
You could also book a taxi via: http://www.schipholtraveltaxi.nl/shop.asp
For approx. EUR 43,00 (single trip) you could book (in advance) a taxi minivan via credit card or cash (the taxi
holds max. 8 persons). If you book this taxi, you have to walk to the meeting point at Schiphol plaza (follow the
signs "meeting point") and then check in by the STA counter. Note that you have to wait till all customers have
been check in for the taxi, so the trip could be a longer than expected, but more comfortable than traveling by
train. Especially after midnight this is more convenient.

